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Abstract:
Many would argue that artificial intelligence (AI) is not only technology but also a paradigmatic shift in the relationship
between humans and machines. Much literature assumes that AI-powered practices substantially differ from and
profoundly change organizational structures, communication, affordances, and ecosystems. However, AI research
remains fragmented and often lacks clarity. While the information systems (IS) discipline can play a pivotal role in AI’s
emergence and use, the discipline needs a clear direction that specifies how it can contribute and its key research
themes and questions. This paper draws on a professional development workshop that we organized at the 2020
International Conference on Information Systems and the discussions that followed. We summarize and synthesize
how AI has impacted organizational practices over five decades and provide views from various perspectives. We
identify weaknesses in the current AI literature as measured against conceptual clarity, theoretical glue, cumulative
tradition, parsimony, and applicability. We also identify direct actions that the IS research community can undertake to
address these issues. Finally, we propose a next-step research agenda to guide AI research in the coming years.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Value, Concepts, Coherence, Research Agenda.
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Introduction

This paper reports on a practice development workshop on “Artificial Intelligence: Beyond the Hype”,
which we organized at the 2020 International Conference on Information Systems. Specifically, we focus
on summarizing the presentations and discussion at the workshop. We also discuss the main takeaways
from the event in terms of imminent and emerging areas for research and position them in the current AI
discourse in the information systems (IS) discipline.
Given that AI applications constitute algorithmic and computational tools for digitally enabled practices and
communication, it makes sense for the IS discipline to focus on AI as a core subject (Ågerfalk, 2020).
However, as often occurs with new and emerging IS phenomena, practitioners (and consultants) have
almost entirely led the research to create, promote, and disseminate AI technologies. Yet, the application
areas and impacts concern virtually every aspect of contemporary society. Many have the sense that, as
AI increases in pervasiveness, scholars remain searching for conceptual clarity.
At the workshop, Fred Niederman said:
I think that...most of us most of the time speak in clichés. As the technology becomes more
used, will it push us toward more cliché or away from it? If I had to guess, I'd say it would push
different people in different ways and the same people in different ways in different
circumstances. We already, at times, have difficulty distinguishing truth from falsehood and end
up believing those we trust rather than those we do not (assuming that the statements aren't
inherently self-contradictory). Will more extensive AI programs make it easier or harder to
distinguish “true” from “false” statements?
In more recent times, AI application research has begun to gain momentum, which we can see in the
increasing number of dedicated journal special issues, conferences, conference tracks, and workshops on
AI. Researchers have made continuous, sustained claims about AI’s value and its transformative
capability (Mikalef & Gupta, 2021). Many people now claim AI to constitute a paradigmatic shift rather than
simply a disruptive technology (Rahwan et al., 2019; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2020). Furthermore, many people
have said AI practices to substantially differ from other (non-AI) practice, and predicted that AI will change
organizational structures, communication, affordances, and ecosystems in a way that differs from current
technologies (Davenport, 2018; Ågerfalk, 2020). In the editorial to the Journal of the Association for
Information special issue on AI in organizations, Benbya et al. (2021) reviewed the recent literature on AI
in information systems in terms of automation, engagement, insight/decision making, and innovation.
Similarly, the “managing AI” MIS Quarterly special issue editors (Berente et al., 2021) discussed AI as “the
frontier of computing” that involves autonomy, learning, and inscrutability. Despite these current efforts
and apparent progress, AI research involves many challenges, such as:
1)
2)
3)

How does AI resemble and differ from other material and computational practices?
Do such similarities and differences matter, and, if so, why?
What unique methodological and theoretical challenges does one face in carrying out IS
research on AI?

IS research typically focuses on phenomena at the intersection of social practices and digital
technologies. Therefore, it can offer in-depth and nuanced knowledge about what differentiates various
technologies—the familiar and the many novel techniques that one finds under the “AI” umbrella —and
their impact on practices and organization structures (Gomes, 2019). Such discussions could include
research on understanding and overcoming barriers to the AI adoption in organizations, the future of work
in conjunction with AI automation, algorithmic and data bias in AI, how it affects organizations and
decision making, and many other topics. In addition, the interface between humans and AI-enabled
robots, automation in an age of data deluge, and explainable and accountable AI practices illuminate how
different research perspectives can inform the discourse beyond the current hype surrounding AI in IS and
throughout the management sciences.
In this report, we examine actions that can strengthen AI research in IS to enable researchers in the
discipline to understand the current state of AI, which includes unsolved AI problems, its potential risks
and benefits, and the scientific and philosophical questions that it raises for understanding digital agency
and human intelligence (Larson, 2010; Aleksander, 2017; Schwartz et al., 2019). As we discuss in Section
2, researchers and practitioners have defined and applied the AI term in different ways. Therefore, we
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encourage readers to recognize that the different panel members and authors may use the term
somewhat differently.

2

Criteria for Judging “Good” AI Research

To provide a structure for analyzing current AI research, we drew on well-cited tenets about what
constitutes a strong concept or theory. These tenets provided the structural basis for the expert opinion
pieces, the workshop discussion, and subsequent analysis after the event. Specifically, we considered:

1) Clarity: one of the most fundamental attributes of concepts and constructs is that they clearly
and understandably communicate meaning (Metcalfe, 2004; Dubin, 1976, 1978; Weick, 1989).

2) Theoretical glue: solid underlying logic and rationale should support any good concept or
3)

theory. Whetten (1989) refers to such logic as “theoretical glue” that should bind all the factors
together.
Cumulative tradition: a good concept or theory should cumulatively build on existing research
(Dubin, 1978), yet IS researchers have not done so particularly well (Benbasat & Zmud 2003;
Keen, 1991, 1980). Keen (1991) notes that most concepts and concern areas in IS research
are not as “new” as authors often claim and “turn out to have long roots”.

4) Parsimony: authoritative works on concept development usually advocate a parsimonious
approach; that is, removing factors that provide little additional value to our understanding
(Whetten, 1989).

5) Applicability: the range of applications of a concept is a key criterion for judging its quality
(Metcalfe, 2004; Dubin, 1976, 1978; Weick, 1989), so it should be applicable in a wide variety
of contexts.

3

Summary of Workshop Activity

In this section, we present the workshop results while referring to the criteria above. Specifically, in
Section 3.1, we summarize the presentations that the five speakers—experts with various backgrounds—
made to help readers understand the impact that AI has had on organizational practices over five
decades. In Section 3.2, we briefly analyze the key concepts presented in and discussed across the
seven round table discussion sections.

3.1
3.1.1

The Current State of AI Research
A Synthesis of Five Decades of AI Research (Sudha Ram)
Table 1. Sudha Ram Summary

To set the scene, Sudha Ram provided summarized the history of AI and AI research. Starting with the 1956
Darthmout workshop that coined the term AI, she explained the development from the symbolic AI paradigm through
the weak versus strong AI dispute to today’s deep learning methods and applications.

Sudha Ram began her presentation by summarizing the history of AI and AI research. She pointed to a
workshop in Dartmouth in 1956 that John McCarthy, Marin Minsky, Claude Shannon, and Nate Rochester
(whom many would later refer to as the AI founding fathers) organized. At this workshop they, alongside
Allan Newell and Herbert Simon, coined the term “artificial intelligence” and predicted great optimism for
the domain. They predicted that, within 10 to 20 years, humanity would successfully build a fully intelligent
machine. The workshop discussed topics related to natural language processing, machine learning,
neural networks, reasoning, and creativity and provided an agenda for AI research. These topics remain
major topics that researchers discuss in AI research conferences and journals. However, we have not yet
attained or surpassed the prediction they made about creating a machine that possesses the intelligence
that a human does. Questions about what “full” intelligence really means and how can we achieve it
pertain highly to this discussion. Intelligence has several dimensions to it (e.g., emotional, verbal, logical,
social, etc. dimensions). In efforts to develop AI, researchers and practitioners have focused on two
distinct approaches: 1) a mathematical approach that relies on deductive reasoning or statistics using
inductive reasoning and 2) a biological or psychological approach to create reasoning akin to the human
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brain. These two distinct approaches produced myriad methods with little collaboration or conversation
between them.
These approaches led to two separate paradigms. The first one focused on using symbolic logic and
representing knowledge in the form of symbols and operators. This paradigm fostered the idea that one
does not need to mimic the human brain’s biology but that one can program rules for reasoning. As a
result, expert systems such as MYCIN were developed and rose in application and popularity. The second
paradigm, the subsymbolic approach, which psychologists such as Rosenblatt spearheaded, proposed an
idea called “perceptrons” based on inspiration from how the human brain functions. The perceptrons were
to mimic how neurons in the brain fire depending on assigned weights and thresholds for the inputs. The
former approach was transparent and interpretable, the latter was not. The latter approach also had no
algorithm to learn the appropriate weights in situations with multiple neuron layers. Thus began the
symbolic approach’s dominance, which remained in vogue until the early 90s when researchers realized
that symbolic AI could not generate general-purpose problem-solving strategies. During this time, they
also more generally realized the difficulty in developing AI and in emulating the human brain in a machine.
As a result, the AI winter began.
In the 2000s, two major developments spurred contemporary AI development and, thus, began the AI
spring: large-scale computational power and vast amounts of available data due to the World Wide Web
(WWW) as well as the development of algorithms for training “deep” neural networks. Today, we have
multilayer neural networks (also known as deep learning methods) such as convolutional neural nets and
recurrent neural nets. While these neural nets started as black boxes, we now have “attention
mechanisms” that can open them up to some extent. However, these supervised techniques need data
and examples to learn. Thus, emerging areas now include unsupervised methods such as reinforcement
learning, which start with a goal and learn to progress toward it. AI has continued to gain strength as we
can see with Google’s real-time translations, Siri, Alexa, self-driving cars, YouTube’s automated video
subtitles, Skype’s ability to simultaneously translate between languages in video calls, Amazon’s cashierless stores, COBOTS in manufacturing and warehouses, and digital twins.
Researchers have also fervently discussed narrow (or weak) versus general (or strong) AI and how the AI
domain needed to focus on the latter. The former refers to AI that can solve specific narrowly defined
tasks (e.g., play Go). As an example, one application, AlphaGO, can beat the best human players in the
world. However, it could only perform at a mediocre level on other seemingly simpler tasks (e.g., play
chess or checkers). In contrast, the latter (also called artificial general intelligence) goes way beyond
having the ability to perform only one or even two narrowly defined tasks. More discussion ensued on
what human-level AI would comprise, such as sensing, seeing, understanding, thinking, and creating.
These need to be integrated and intertwined with each other. How to achieve this with a combination of
approaches has now become the mantra for creating AGI.

3.1.2

The Dark Side of AI (Patrick Mikalef)
Table 2. Patrick Mikalef Summary

Patrick Mikalef discussed the need to adopt a dark-side perspective in AI research. He noted that, despite an existing
body of research on AI’s dark side, we systematic studies that can offer more relevant practical guidance.

In his presentation, Patrick Mikalef discussed the need to adopt a dark-side perspective in AI research.
The motivation for this view stems from various noted harmful and unintended consequences that
emerged early on when organizations began implementing and using AI (Neubert & Montañez, 2020).
According to Mikalef, while AI has resulted in unanticipated effects in several prominent and widely
publicized cases, these reports only represent the tip of the iceberg as most problems do not receive any
public mention. IS research has predominantly focused on the positive impacts associated with
information technology (IT) deployments. However, past attempts to examine unexpected consequences
that arise from using IT and their causes and effects have yielded some exciting results and helped
advance theorizing (Tarafdar et al., 2013).
Mikalef noted that, despite an existing body of research that has adopted a dark side perspective to
examine AI—particularly concerning ethics and biases ingrained in AI algorithms—we lack systematic
studies that adopt this perspective as the starting point for their investigation. Focusing primarily on AI
use’s positive outcomes means that practitioners and researchers incompletely understand reality. More
specifically, over the years, other related domains, such as strategic management, organizational
research, and marketing research, have developed a more robust and theory-driven approach to examine
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dark-side phenomena in their related empirical studies (Bollaert & Petit, 2010; Linstead et al., 2014).
According to Mikalef, such an approach helps researchers identify the suboptimal and subliminal
consequences and effects that technology can have. By adopting a critical dark-side lens, researchers
can problematize phenomena or examine aspects they might otherwise overlook (Alvesson & Sandberg,
2011). Doing so can also help them explore the difficult ethical, political, and ideological issues
surrounding AI implementation and use.
Moving forward in this area of inquiry, Mikalef argued that researchers need to build on the cumulative
knowledge and theories used in other domains to identify approaches to examine dark-side effects, open
up new ways to theorize such phenomena, uncover complementary perspectives, and provide a valuable
toolbox of new methods. For instance, Alvesson and Ashcraft (2009) suggest how researchers can
employ quantitative approaches in critical methodologies. On the other hand, Linstead et al. (2014) offer a
multi-level framework for studying dark-side aspects from different levels of analysis and propose
corresponding cross-disciplinary theories to explore them. In closing, Mikalef concluded his presentation
by suggesting that, in studying AI deployment in organizations, researchers should consider different darkside perspectives for the domain to advance and offer more relevant practical guidance.

3.1.3

AI as Digital Agency (Pär Ågerfalk)
Table 3. Pär Ågerfalk Summary

Pär Ågerfalk drew on datafication, machine learning, and digital infrastructuring when calling for IS scholars to
reconceptualize agency that sees information systems as computational digital agents. He offered four critical
suggestions for IS research: 1) distinguish between different AI types, 2) do not simply replace IT with AI in existing
models, 3) do not confuse AI with big data or analytics, and 4) avoid routine-like referring to “recent developments in
AI”.

Pär Ågerfalk drew on a recent European Journal of Information Systems editorial (Ågerfalk, 2020) to
characterize AI as a constituent of contemporary digital practices. In keeping with the previous two
presenters, he emphasized that machines remain far from convincingly performing the “cognitive functions
typically associated with humans” (Rai et al., 2019). However, applications based on machine learning
and pattern matching have become increasingly relevant due to the recent increase in processing power
and storage capacity.
According to Ågerfalk, three current developments characterize information systems in contemporary
digital practices: 1) datafication, 2) machine learning, and 3) digital infrastructuring. By drawing on large
data sets, information systems can “learn” and reconfigure their behavior when acting as digital social
agents in complex digital infrastructures that comprise software, people, data, and sensors. Viewing
information systems and implementation of digital technology as the design of digital practices opens up
several questions that need attention:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Who is responsible for the automated actions that information systems perform?
What social relationships do these systems’ activities establish and why?
What role do human actors have in formulating the regulative actions that govern machine
learning actions?
How do automated actions governed by machine learning enact and shape institutions and
institutional logics?

Ågerfalk argued that we might find the answers to such questions might be found if we reconceptualize
agency in a way that moves away from the received notion of agency as necessarily human. By seeing
our information systems as computational digital agents, not as passive media, we can begin to see how
digital technologies become boundary agents in the ontological reversal that Baskerville et al. (2020) and
others have called for (Kallinikos 2010; Aakhus et al., 2014; Beynon-Davies, 2018; Eriksson et al., 2018).
Furthermore, by viewing these systems as responsible agents, we can begin to comprehend accountable
systems beyond notions of explainable AI (Ågerfalk, 2004; Diakopoulos, 2015; Abdul et al., 2018).
Ågerfalk concluded his talk with four suggestions for IS research to achieve the necessary theoretical
sensitivity: 1) distinguish between different AI types, 2) do not merely replace IT with AI in existing
behavioral research models, 3) do not confuse AI with big data or analytics, and 4) avoid alluding to
“recent developments in AI” unless you can show it.
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Automation or Augmentation, not AI (Kevin Crowston)
Table 4. Kevin Crowston Summary

Kevin Crowston offered three critical points: 1) the term “AI” does not help frame a research study as dozens of
technologies fall under this umbrella term and applications can comprise a mix of them, 2) we should draw on a
cumulative tradition of research on automation on rather than treating AI technologies as sui generis, and (3) the
exciting space for IS research is not automation for replacing workers but rather the technology for supporting them

In his presentation, Kevin Crowston made three points. The first concerned how IS researchers use the
term AI. Crowston argued that the term does not help frame a research study as dozens of technologies
fall under this umbrella term—from machine learning to computer vision to natural language processing—
and applications can comprise a mix of them (i.e., the term lacks clarity). Further, the prospect of strong or
general AI (i.e., a system that can fully replicate a human’s mental abilities) constitutes a distraction for IS
researchers at least in the near term. IS research primarily considers cases where a system automates or
supports particular tasks, which means that a system can still be impactful even if it has only the narrow
intelligence to handle those tasks. He further noted that researchers must stay up to date rather than
repeat stylized facts about systems since the technology continues to evolve quickly. For instance,
researchers commonly describe machine-learning systems as black boxes even though that only applies
to some technologies, and, even for those ones, we have seen recent advances in explainable AI that
address this problem.
Second, the term AI focuses too much attention on technology. IS researchers should be the first to
recognize that systems include both technology and people. Therefore, we should orient around the
particular functionality of interest; that is, systems that display increased autonomy and how that relates to
humans. From this perspective, systems’ increased ability to automate a broader range of tasks
represents an interesting topic, but IS has studied automation since its inception. What we know about
automation (e.g., the paradox of deskilling and upskilling) should also apply in the future. In other words,
we should draw on the cumulative tradition of research on automation rather than treating AI technologies
as sui generis.
Finally, the exciting space for IS research is not automation for replacing workers but rather the
technology supporting them. For instance, researchers have said that, rather than a computer replacing a
radiologist, a radiologist using a computer might instead (Davenport & Dreyer, 2018). Similarly, neither a
person nor a computer won the the 2005 Freestyle chess championship; rather, a so-called centaur won
it: two strong (but not world-class) chess players who worked out how best to use chess programs to
analyze plays (ChessBase, 2005). They did not simply play chess or just use a computer: they did
something novel that blended the two. How do we conceptualize that interaction?

3.1.5

AI and Time, Trust and Theory (Sirkka Jarvenpaa)
Table 5. Sirkka Jarvenpaa Summary

Sirkka Jarvenpaa talked about how time, trust, and theory provide opportunities for future research. First, shifting
one’s temporal agency to advanced technologies may render social and inner time absent. Second, researchers may
consider trust and distrust asymmetries to gain benefits and reduce drawbacks from algorithmic computing. Third, we
need contextually rich theories that examine work and practices’ broader institutional and regulatory structures.

Sirkka Jarvenpaa talked about time, trust, and theory and how they provide opportunities for future
research. In her talk, she considered AI as, very generally, computer algorithms that generate models to
organize, categorize, and predict using human developed instructions (Jordan & Mitchell, 2015). AI’s
power often relates to the ability to learn from data to derive predictions and facilitate human decisionmaking.
First, she discussed time. In a recent paper on end time in organizations, Jarvenpaa and Välikangas
(2020) argue that researchers have largely not scrutinized how advanced technologies such as
algorithmic computing can harm both inner and social time in organizations and collectives. One needs to
consider both these times to solve complex organizational and societal problems collaboratively. Inner
time refers to a temporal capacity to reflect on actions, meaning, and consequences over time. Social time
refers to the time spent with others; for example, when giving and taking multivocal ideas and
perspectives. With the pervasive use of advanced technologies, we can standardized the past in digital
archives and algorithmically compute the future. The present is also a prediction rather than a
representation. The authors argue for the urgency to make “the temporal assumptions of technology
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visible so that technology’s potential effects on social time and inner time can be better assessed and
managed by users of technology seeking to collaborate” (Jarvenpaa & Välikangas, 2020, p. 579).
Individuals and groups need to keep a watchful eye when shifting their temporal agency to advanced
technologies, which creates the possibility to render social and inner time absent.
Second, she discussed trust. One cannot easily find a paper on algorithmic computing and social and
human issues that does not mention trust or confident, positive expectations in one form or another. The
IS (IS) literature has a long tradition of considering trust in technology (Lankton et al., 2015). Distrust, or
negative expectations, has received less attention in IS research. Researchers accept distrust as a related
but distinct construct from trust (Komiak & Benbasat, 2008). When discussing distrust in algorithmic
computing, researchers have mainly focused on value incongruence and its detrimental effects, such as
producing procedural and distributive injustices and a lack of transparency. They have claimed the
algorithms to lack substantive rationality, such as values and morality (Lindebaum et al., 2019). With other
technologies such as social media and e-marketplaces, IS researchers have underscored the significance
of the simultaneous presence of trust and distrust for greater vigilance (Jarvenpaa & Majchzak,
2010). Jarvenpaa encouraged researchers to consider trust and distrust asymmetries to gain benefits and
reduce drawbacks from algorithmic computing.
Third, she discussed theories. Unfortunately, many empirical studies that have leveraged algorithmic
computing have made weak theoretical contributions to information systems. As a result, they have failed
to inform both the technical and social components simultaneously or what Sarker et al. (2019) call the
“sociotechnical axis of cohesion”. We can observe that algorithmic computing overlays a third element on
this framework: the context’s or environment’s pervasiveness. The context is not merely a static trigger or
impetus for social and technological components; the context itself, including institutional rules and norms,
is also fundamentally changed. Hence, there is a need for contextually rich theories that do not just focus
only on immediate work and social practices but also examine the broader institutional and regulatory
structures.

3.2

Themes Emerging from the Workshop

In this section, we briefly analyze the key concepts presented in and discussed across the seven round
table discussion sections (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Key Concepts that Emerged from the Round Table Discussions

Taking our departure point as the five presentations and the round table discussions on AI research, the
workshop recognized the two AI paradigms (strong and weak): 1) building a “fully intelligent” machine to
understand human intelligence or achieve artificial consciousness and 2) augmenting human labor or
replacing humans entirely with machines in the workplace with the latter being more immediately relevant
to IS research. IS theorizing about machines that embody or exhibit intelligence explores practical
questions and brings tenets that concern deeper sensemaking, acceptance, and trust. These issues that,
in turn, quickly raise questions related to social aspects of AI pervasiveness in its context or ecosystem
regarding agency and accountability, such as:
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Should AI augment or replace humans in the work place?
How do institutional logics change with AI?
How important are transparency and interpretability issues (especially when they pertain to
personal data)?
What implications does AI have on the human economy or privacy conditions such as welfare
or surveillance?
Is implementing accountable AI sufficient to handle such issues or do some issue need more
than just establishing accountability?
Table 6. Emerging Themes

Themes

Short description

Augmenting or
complementing Work

Physical and virtual teams with human and intelligent agents/tools. Questions concern the
labor division, whether a system can complement humans at a similar cognition level, and fit
between a system and a human worker’s cognitive style.

Trust, sensemaking,
and AI acceptance

Learning from and by AI entails that one study what, how, and how much we can and should
learn from AI agents. It includes studying models, algorithms, outcomes, and knowledge
orientation. AI agency and digital practices draw on a broader group of actors.

Explainable AI

Transparency regarding about how AI evaluated inputs to reach a conclusion. Explainable AI
constitutes a prerequisite for building trust and facilitating adoption.

Living with AI

Humans’ (other than particular end users and developers who interact with AI and
automation) lived experience, which builds on AI that collects data on human expressions
such as the voice, face and by which human emotions are quantified, analyzed, and used in
various settings.

AI agency

AI agency draws on phenomena such as datafication, machine learning, and digital
infrastructuring. Featuring the ability to “learn” and reconfigure their behavior when acting as
digital social agents in complex digital infrastructures that comprise software, people, data,
and sensors. Computational systems processing large data sets entail viewing information
systems and implementation of digital technology as the design of digital practices.

Accountable AI

Accountable AI deals with responsibility for actions that AI performs, the social relationships
that these activities establish when regulating actions, forming and reconstituting institutions.

Advanced technologies such as algorithmic computing can harm both inner and social time
in organizations and collectives. Inner time refers to a temporal capacity to reflect on actions,
Temporal aspects of AI
meaning, and consequences over time. Social time refers to the time spent with others, such
as by giving and taking multivocal ideas and perspectives.
Dark Side of AI

A dark side AI-perspective focuses on harmful and unintended consequences during AI
implementation and use in organizations.

Workshop participants also advocated the need to include a dark-side perspective in AI research. A darkside view would help to highlight complex ethical, political, and ideological issues surrounding the themes
that emerged in the workshop. Similarly, time emerged as an emerging theme that can make
organizations and society more or less adept at collaboratively solving problems.

4

Discussion: A Roadmap for AI Researchers

In this section, we capture the contemporary AI issues in IS research and provide recommendations to
advance this research domain in the IS discipline.

4.1

The Potential for IS to be a Leading Discipline in the AI Movement

As IS researchers, we need to understand technologies as we study them. In particular, as technology
evolves quickly, we need to not repeat stylized facts about systems that may have become obsolete. As
an example, Crowston in his presentation and participants in subsequent discussions noted that
technologies do not uniformly lack transparency as researchers sometimes claim they do, and advances
in explainable AI have yielded more transparent (hybrid) approaches to machine learning. At the
workshop, Natalia Levina said: “We find it hard to find the right conceptual language to describe these
practices without bringing in a lot of ‘philosophical baggage’ from prior writings in IS”.
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Other examples pertained to the particular ethical concerns that come with unsupervised learning
approaches built on only a few examples. For instance, Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3), an
autoregressive language model that uses deep learning to produce human-like text, can apply the huge
data its creators used to train it to generate text from a few examples. This training activates new ethical
challenges concerning biases learned from the training data (Abid et al., 2021). The variations in meaning,
ethical implications, and impact of a particular technology or configuration seem all the more evident for
organizations and society (Noble, 2018).
For these reasons, the IS community seems exceptionally well equipped to inform the broader
contemporary AI discussion given its tradition of contextualizing technologies (Baskerville et al., 2020;
Ågerfalk, 2020). In particular, IS researchers can contribute to the AI domain by showing how we can
understand AI agency compared to other IT artefacts at the individual, organizational, and societal levels.
In this way, they can revisit, augment, and strengthen existing IS theories, methods, and contributions to
benefit other disciplines looking for new and better bowls for old petunias. Take, for example, Raisch and
Krakowski (2020) who, based on their findings about the interrelations between AI augmentation and AI
automation, advised management scholars to fundamentally change AI research as dual AI applications
depend on each other across time and space. In return, they may provide some new and exciting
research strands that further IS research and the IS community.

4.2

Strengthening AI Research in IS

In pursuing contributions that the IS community can make to the AI discussion, we identified needs for
clear research strategies and actionable advice. Rethinking existing theory, methods, and assumptions
also requires venturing into adjacent disciplines to establish boundaries between novel and already
addressed topics, to identify high-level issues and challenges, and to build on the disciplines’ cumulative
tradition (Bailey & Barley, 2020). From the discussion, it seems clear that IS researchers need to
distinguish the new and unique particulars of AI technology in the approaches they take, to analytically
distinguishing AI from analytics, automation, or other technologies even if we often use these technologies
and techniques together in practical contexts. Still, does delineating AI from related technologies and their
implementation have practical relevance? And, for any definition brought forth to be useful, what should
be the guiding foci, level of analysis, outcome, context, and value? What levels or categories should data
possess to reach or saturate rigor and relevance criteria? How much of the algorithm or models should AI
research in IS present? How can IS research assess AI outcomes? What theory and methods are sound
and relevant outside of a particular use context? What should AI studies have to contribute to surpass the
current AI hype?
Table 7. Actionable Advice for Strengthening AI Research and Contributions
Criteria

Action

Clarity

 Consider context-dependent AI definitions—what does the term AI mean in specific particular
contexts, if anything?
 Avoid alluding to “recent developments in AI” unless you can show it. Most current AI
applications rely on age-old theory made practical by recent computing power and storage
capacity increases.
 Distinguish between different AI types and situate them in the particular context.
 Do not confuse AI with big data or analytics.
 Refrain from stylized descriptions.

Theoretical glue

 Develop agency theories that connect machines’ computational logic, which includes explainable
AI, with the institutional logics of organizations.
 Regard machine learning as a special case of organizational learning.

Cumulative
tradition

 How does AI differ in implementation, adoption, and diffusion to other technologies—explore new
boundary conditions of existing methods and frameworks.
 ISD traditionally emphasized user-developer communication and learning—acknowledge that the
system has become a third actor in sensemaking and learning.
 Be careful not to adapt an existing research model by simply replacing IT with AI.
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Table 7. Actionable Advice for Strengthening AI Research and Contributions

Parsimony

 When questioning “artificial” and “intelligence”, break them down into their core elements: what
are they, what do they lack, what minimal set defines them? Consider whether they matter and
are appropriate?
 What is and, more importantly, what is not AI?
 How much of an algorithm and its use should IS researchers scrutinize? When does the task no
longer become relevant to the IS discipline?

Applicability

 Engage with AI practices. Practitioners remain ahead in applying AI yet still struggle in doing so
effectively.
 Consider the nature of the task being automated, including the workings of hybrid approaches.

The contemporary debate suggests that AI constitutes an umbrella term for various technologies and
approaches. As actors in organizations and industry often deploy AI applications in narrow domains and
with goals for bespoke situations, they often come with separate logics, limitations, application areas, and
implications. Therefore, we need to pay closer attention to whether contributions to and from the IS
discipline offer clear definitions, contextual details, and implications. While IS researchers do not
necessarily create new algorithms, they use them to solve business or social problems. Hence, we need
to understand these technologies and methods before applying them in use and studying their impacts. In
theorizing these phenomena with studies that present strong underlying logic and rationale (i.e.,
theoretical glue), we need empirical studies on AI to simultaneously inform both the technical component
and the social component (Sarker et al., 2019). We need to engage with AI practices while recognizing
that user behavior also impacts system performance (e.g., overreliance, misuse, or non-use). See, for
example, Teodorescu et al. (2021), who argue that fundamental differences between data-driven
approaches and traditional code-based information systems give reason to revisit some basic
assumptions on which classic IS theories and concepts of human-machine augmentation rest. Still, to
some degree, we would advise researchers to take a parsimonious approach to pronouncing their
empirical studies’ implications. We need to consider whether our studies really concern AI and not, for
instance, automation via other means. Classifying various technologies according to technology or
application area is not enough. When drawing on AI as digital agency or even computational digital
agents, researchers need to address social relationships and the re-shaping of institutions and institutional
logics through automated actions. We do, however, caution against pre-mature parsimony. Constructs
may represent necessary components but in few niche instances. Dismissing them simply due to low
frequency may leave unexplained an important if relatively small domain subset. Such exclusion poses a
particular concern in a relatively new, rapidly evolving, multidisciplinary domain such as AI, which features
much confusion and concepts that vary in their clarity and maturity. One cannot easily make informed
decisions about parsimony in such a confused and evolving context.
Specificity, context, and implications possibly represent key factors that IS researchers need to consider
when focusing on the human-autonomy interaction ad how users perceive AI regardless of actual capacity
or limitations. To do so, they could consider frameworks and theories about ambivalence and trust and
distrust asymmetries in gaining benefits and reducing drawbacks from algorithmic computing. Hence, we
need contextually rich theories that also examine the broader institutional and regulatory structures that
leverage technology. Researchers may need to adopt more expansive approaches and consider autoethnography, quantitative methods in critical methodologies (Alvesson & Ashcraft, 2009), various analysis
levels, and cross-disciplinary methods (Linstead et al., 2014).
Adopting a dark-side perspective in AI research may aid in building clarity and theorizing as it removes
bias in expectations and power displays (Tarafdar et al., 2013). We may need to build on the cumulative
knowledge and theories that other domains use. By doing so, we could identify approaches to examine
dark-side effects, open up new ways to theorize such phenomena, uncover complementary perspectives,
and provide a useful toolbox of new methods. Of course, as a valid counter-argument such an approach,
older theories may not be appropriate in the AI context; one may logically call into question earlier theory
and the assumptions that underpin it. We agree with this view and do not suggest that AI researchers
must always build on existing theories. Instead, when conducting research on AI, we need to identify
areas in which we can new systematically apply earlier theories versus areas where such theories fall
short.
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Continuing the Discussion: Moving Forward

We need to propose studies in IS that can push AI’s frontiers. Whether we have already passed, now
near, or never will reach the initial goals for AI (i.e., building a fully intelligent machine) the issue about
strong or general AI should not distract from relevant and emerging themes and topics. Due to the societal
interest, large-scale computational power, and large amounts of available data, emerging themes for IS
deal with accountable AI, AI agency, acceptance and trust of such agency, the division of labor in work
and daily life, and temporal AI aspects. In addition, AI agency deals with meta-perspectives such as
temporal aspects, performance, underlying assumptions of time, and dark-side perspectives of negative
and unintended consequences. As AI has arguably become a consistent part of contemporary digital
practices—a kind of computational digital agency—it has enabled an ontological reversal (Baskerville et
al., 2020; Kallinikos, 2010; Aakhus et al., 2014; Beynon-Davies, 2018; Eriksson et al., 2018) that opens up
emergent themes on accountable systems that stretch beyond explainable AI (Ågerfalk, 2020;
Diakopoulos, 2015; Abdul et al., 2018). Questions include: where do chatbots fail, how we make these
systems learn, how should humans work with AI systems to get the most benefits, and how do we
conceptualize that interaction? What performance metrics do we need to evaluate specific AI methods
and improve them? We can also help move the AI domain forward by proposing studies that clarify how
we can get machines to learn concepts (rather than perceptual categories) and make analogies and
abstractions much like humans.
Table 8. Research Questions related to Emerging Themes
Themes

Augmenting or
complementing
work and the
division of labor in
hybrid settings

AI agency
acceptance/XAI
sensemaking and
trust

Explainable AI
Living with AI:
understanding
actors, their
needs, and their
involvement
AI agency

Accountable AI
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Research questions








How is labor to be divided in augmenting/complementing or hybrid setups?
How is AI to be activated?
How can AI be adapted to diverse cognitive styles of different human workers?
How are digital and human agents to co-exist (Jarrahi, 2018)?
How are tasks be handed to humans from AI and vice versa?
What tool designs allow researchers to systematically explore and understand AI in work life?
How do we conceptualize AI system and human interaction in situations where both can take
initiative?

 What, how, how much, and in what way can we understand, accept, and learn from AI agents
that differ from settings with only human agents?
 To what degree should AI/XAI balance transparency and performance?
 As AI becomes a more widespread concern and continues to evolve rapidly, what should IS
researchers consider when examining AI: models, algorithms, outcomes, knowledge
orientations, XAI, and so on?
 What can we learn from social and behavioral theories on acceptance, learning, and their
underpinnings?
 How does the extent to which one can explain AI outcomes affect trust in AI?
 What aspects promote transparency and trust in AI outcomes?
 How can one embed explainability throughout the entire process to develop AI and how can
one communicate it to relevant stakeholders?
 What does it mean for individuals, organizations or society to co-exist with AI?
 What role do ethics play for AI?
 What unique limitations and possibilities does AI have for humans, organizations, and society?
 Does AI differ from automation, other technologies, and their implementations (e.g., in the
phenomena they cover, assumptions about them in the literature, their contextualization)?
 In what way do they differ (e.g., in a conceptual, contextual, or value-based manner)?
 What role, if any, does AI play in economic, organizational, or societal development?
 Who is responsible for the automated actions that information systems perform?
 What social relationships do the activities that these systems conduct establish and why?
 What role do human actors have in formulating the regulative actions that govern machine
learning actions?
 How do automated actions governed by machine learning enact and shape institutions and
institutional logics?
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Table 8. Research Questions related to Emerging Themes

Temporal aspects
of AI

 What effects does temporality have on AI’s value? For example, should AI decisions consider
its input or output rhythm? And how does AI account for time when drawing on variables and
data that occur over various time horizons?
 How can AI consider event time (e.g., variances in data around specific events) rather than just
traditional “clock” calendar time?
 Do AI technologies such as algorithmic computing destroy both inner and social time in
organizations and collectives and, if so, how?

Dark side of AI

 How can AI governance practices mitigate AI use’s negative consequences?
 Where does accountability lie, and who should be responsible for AI use’s unintended
consequences?
 What effect does AI have on individuals when used to replace or enhance their work (e.g.,
psychological and physiological impacts)?
 How can AI lead to undesirable organizational outcomes, and in which ways do such outcomes
manifest?
 What effect does AI have on power structures in industries? Does it lead to more centralized
control?

5

Conclusion
1

AI’s founding fathers originally envisioned creating a fully intelligent machine and believed natural
language processing, machine learning, neural networks, reasoning, and creative as integral to doing so.
Today, the AI domain grapples with challenging philosophical concerns about what intelligence means,
how we can achieve it, and which really matters since it has several dimensions.
However, we do not need to solve these conundrums and mimic the human brain to automate narrow
goals. The research agenda for intelligently automating human tasks has instead become infused with
issues concerning the need for transparent and interpretable behavior. Application areas for AI are
everywhere in contemporary society. How to live and work with machines become key for acceptance,
sensemaking, and trust in AI. From this perspective, systems’ increasing ability to automate a broader
range of tasks represents an interesting topic. Still, importantly, as a cumulative tradition of research on
automation exists, we should draw on it rather than treating AI as sui generis. Fruitful approaches relate
the technical component and the social component (Sarker et al., 2019). Yet, issues abound concerning
the lack of representativeness, low quality or bias in input data, and how technology changes its domain of
application, including institutions and their norms and rules.
A dark-side perspective in AI research adds additional research questions to the themes we present in
this paper. Due to AI’s reliance on vast training datasets, computing power, and real-time execution,
issues and questions about accountability, ethics, and responsibility with respect to AI have also emerged.
Harmful and unintended consequences during AI implementation and use, their causes, and their effects
can help one more comprehensively understand the reality of systems in use. In this vein, Teodorescu et
al. (2021) urge researchers to rethink organizational learning in the presence of ML where organizational
processes become susceptible to systematic unfairness. Similarly, Gregory et al. (2020) argue for a
distinction between positive and negative data network effects concerning perceived platform value for
users. They caution against embedding AI in user networks that reside on multi-sided platforms due to
intended and unintended consequences that stem from factors that we do not yet understand. Sturm et al.
(2021) conclude that, even though human-made ML revisions can be beneficial, one cannot rely on the
effect, which can even turn harmful in certain situations.
Studying the unintended consequences of AI implementation and use may also facilitate the sometimes
heated discussion about AI as new or old technology and as a disruptive or a paradigmatic shift in society.
New issues or resolutions of ethics, politics, ideology, and philosophy are brought to the table, helping to
provide understanding or lay these to rest. Fügener et al. (2021) demonstrate a negative impact on the
“wisdom of crowds” for human-AI decision environments as human individuality was lost. With studies on
AI deployment in organizations that venture into a dark-side perspective, IS researchers will be able to
advance and offer more relevant practical guidance about augmenting or complementing labor, living with
AI, and perhaps, one day, even issues concerning artificial consciousness. As with other technologies,
1

Our AI-powered grammar-checking software keeps suggesting “a brilliant”—maybe that is true.
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such as social media and e-marketplaces, IS researchers have underscored the value of the simultaneous
presence of trust and distrust for AI (Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2010; Komiak & Benbasat, 2008; McKnight
& Chervany, 2001; Moody et al., 2017), which has also emerged as a theme to explore or build on for AI.
Highlighting the issues that abound in developing, training, and evaluating ML models, Lebowitz et al.
(2021) point to a disconnect between AI’s know-what and experts’ know-how for knowledge work in
uncertain domains. Moreover, Kellogg et al. (2019) show how the contemporary manner in which
organizations technically and bureaucratically control employees distinctly differs from before and how
new emerging practices have contributed to a collective resistance to such algorithmic rule.
Similarly, from the dark-side perspective, Jarvenpaa and Välikangas (2020) argue for a focus on making
“the temporal assumptions of technology visible so that technology’s potential effects on social time and
inner time can be better assessed and managed by users of technology seeking to collaborate”
(Jarvenpaa & Välikangas, 2020, p. 579); that is, how AI may harm both inner and social time in
organizations and collectives due to myopia or shortsightedness. In the context of pervasive use of
advanced technologies, the past can be standardized in a digital archive and the future can be
algorithmically computed. Research should investigate emerging themes and issues in concert as to AI’s
temporal aspects and its impacts on decision making and collaboration.
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Appendix A: Picture from the Workshop

Figure 1. Group Photo of Some of the Workshop Participants in Zoom
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